COMPANY PROFILE
The Company provides a comprehensive line of technologically Advanced Products and Engineering Services

Mission Statement
The IDEA behind our concept to contribute our services to Oil & Gas industry is to deliver the most cost-effective solutions and practical smart methodologies

Our Values
- Integrity
- Safe Working Environment
- Innovation & Operational Excellence
- Product & Services High Quality Commitment
- Adding value to our customer application requirement

YOUR MISSION IS OURS...
Our Vision & Commitment

“Look Beyond...”

We Will Continuously pursue innovations to provide our branded Products and value added Services to meet our clients drilling challenges in most of the major oil & gas producing regions of the world. Fulfill our obligation to improve our operations for maximum efficiency and quality in every activity and at all times, strive for the highest possible performance standards.
Our mission is to deliver the optimum applicable and most cost-effective SMART Solutions to the customer’s application, by customizing high performance PDC design solution for the problematic applications.

**1- SMART BIT: is the solution delivered to the customer by the following methodology**

AZCO Formation Optimization Analysis “AZLOG”, which determine the appropriate combination of the cutting structure and other additional features to optimize cost per foot achieved.

The highest applied world technology to optimize the drilling hydraulics and hole cleaning.

The “SMARTBIT” PDC Design tool, is the high technology powerful and proprietary drilling simulation software tool which enable the designers to model the entire drill string and to study relevant forces, accelerating, bending moments and leads on the total drilling system from the bits cutting edge while drilling to the rotary table or top drive.

Complete infra of database of bit records and detailed engineering information of most of the toughest application in Africa, Middle East and specific areas of Asia.

Strong experienced and talented team work with more than (35) years of experience of designing Drill Bits (especially PDC and diamond bits), bits selection relevant to the customer application and complete bits business loop from A to Z.
AZCO Premium Cutters Technology:

To complement Twin-Edge designs, SMART AZCO alliance with high technology research center at Canada and China has developed an exclusive family of cutters for drilling abrasive and hard formations.

These cutters are much more wear resistant than cutters run in conventional applications and feature the latest technologies in both material selection and diamond interface design.

The inherent stability of the “SMART” designs enables the superior wear resistance of these high performance cutters to be realized as undesirable vibrations are eliminated along with the possibility of cutter damage due to impact.

SMART PDC is tailoring designed PDC consistently deliver certified, quantifiable, predictable performance that will lower the cost of your drilling operations...
Product Development

Product development begins with the understanding and communication of the customer’s needs and expectations. Experienced local staff constantly monitors our performance levels, analyzing dull conditions, comparing penetration rates and durability to ensure competitiveness. Opportunities for improvement of existing product of development of a new product are communicated to our Technical Support team by product Development Plan which describes in details the product requirement, limitations and applications.

Bearings

Friction Bearing:
- Customer Need - Longer bearing life, greater reliability.
- Result - Floating bushing is a patented copper, nickel, tin alloy are silver plated that provides a high degree of strength and ductility. The incorporation of a free floating split ring sleeve between bearing surfaces results in a speed reduction of up to 50% between bearings surfaces. Greater tensile strength means increased weight and RPM capability. Higher ductility means more impact resistance

Crowned Roller Bearings
- Customer Need – Higher speed capability in larger diameter motor bits and greater bearing capacity at higher rotational speeds.
- Results – The crowned roller bearing distributes the load evenly across the full length of the roller reducing bearings fatigue and temperature. Under heavy loads and/or high cycles, conventional cylindrical roller bearings are subject to edge-loading. Crowned roller bearings minimize end-spalling to increase the life of the rock bit bearing

Full Radius Ball Race
- Customer Need – Greater resistance to bearing side loading in directional wells
- Results – The full radius ball race strengthens the ball race flanges and significantly increases the in-thrust capability has more than doubled on these bits.
**Lubricating System**

- **Customer Need** – Increased bearing and seal reliability under dynamic downhole pressure fluctuations
- **Result** – Rock bits are often run under severe operating parameters, with high rotary speeds, high numbers of nit revolutions, and complex well bore geometries. Under these operating parameters, internal bearing pressures and external well bore pressures can vary considerably. These high pressure gradients need to be equalized to prevent drilling fluid communication of the grease, and prevent excess grease leakage.

**Cutting Structure**

**Milled Tooth Bits**

- **Customer Need** – Increased ROP in soft formations, while maintaining the long footage and hours.
- **Results** – The proven success of the hard metal and the radiuset crest tooth design has been combined with a strategic hard facing pattern

**Tungsten carbide Bits**

Depending on the formation compressive strength, these bits use specific Tungsten Carbide inserts type and shape with combination of these inserts geometrical arrangements. Cutting structures are designed to provide maximum wear resistance and increased bit life.
AZCO Drilling Bits Academy

Training & Development continues to provide quality training to our customers by offering Oil & Gas Industry Academy. Course offerings are concentrated sessions that encompass our core technical training.

Drilling Bits – Fixed Cutter Bits (PDC)

**Course Objective**
- Understand Drill Bits Terminology
- Understand PDC bits basics
- Materials & PDC bit design & anatomy
- Matrix and Steel bit bodies
- IADC Fixed Cutter (PDC) bit classification system
- PDC Bit Dull Grading
- Causes and remedies for Fixed cutter (PDC) bit failure characteristics details

Drilling Bits – Roller Cone Bits

**Course Objective**
- Understand Roller Cone design principles
- Roller Cone bit component
- Bearing, Seals and Lubrication System
- Hydraulics & nozzles configuration
- IADC Roller Cone bit classification system
- Roller Cone Bit Dull Grading

Bits Hydraulics

**Course Objective**
- Understand the terms and equations used in hydraulics
- Understand the effects of hydraulics on ROP
- Understand optimum hydraulics horsepower and impact force
- Be able to calculate optimum jet sizes (both theoretical and based on actual field data)
- Have a computer reference for hydraulics including g tables, graphs and equations
Drilling Rig Equipment

**Course Objective**
- Identify the major component of the rig floor
- Understand the interrelationship between the hoisting and rotating equipment
- Describe the basic operation and function of each of these pieces of equipment (Hoisting / Rotating / Tripping / Mast & Substructure)
- Identify the major component of the power system
- Identify the major instrumentation & the major rig services equipment
- Describe the basic operation and function of each of these pieces of equipment
- Understand the function of and reason for basic rig services

Mud Logging

**Course Objective**
- Mud Logging Introduction
- Advanced Mud Log Evaluation and interpretation
- Different Lithology and geological nomenclature and description methodology
- Mud Logging unit interface with different rig component and sensors
- Gas analysis & interpretation
- Coring and core description

Geology & Geophysics

**Course Objective**
- Introduction to Seismic Stratigraphy
- Advanced Seismic Stratigraphy
- Seismic Interpretation
- Stratigraphy Structure
- Geochemistry
- Reservoir characterization
- Basin Analysis
- Mapping
AZCOMARINE Services

Objective & Strategy

AZCO Marine seeking to be a great player and one of the heavy weights in the industry by meeting the rapidly growing need for providing and supporting offshore vessels worldwide.

Based on our market knowledge and maritime experience within the offshore industry, AZCO Marine will continuously seek for profitable investments in chartering all type of offshore support vessels.

AZCO Marine aims to provide its worldwide services in the main to shipping companies, producers in the oil and LNG industries, (offshore) construction companies, insurers, governments, and shipyards.

AZCO Marine maintains the highest standards in respect of Safety, Health, the protection of the Environment and Quality.

AZCO MARINE SERVICES

AZCO Marine Consulting services to the petroleum industry worldwide for complete reservoir management and technology transfer. possesses capabilities, expertise, and practical experience in the following areas:

Rental of all kind of supply vessels

Anchor Handling Tug Supply Vessels ( AHTS )

Platform Support Vessels ( PSV )
### AZCO Marine Services – (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Description</th>
<th>Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rental of all kind of supply vessels</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Supply Vessel" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Purpose Supply Vessels (MPSV)</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="MPSV" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rental of offshore Drilling Rigs</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Drilling Rigs" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rental of Harbor Tugs</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Harbor Tug" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Provide certified and competent crew members onboard vessels and experienced management office staff.
AZCO Formation Evaluation Logging business unit has established Joint Venture and technical support alliances with the Chinese Mud Logging Service SHENKAI leading company in Asia.

AZCO with the established roots of market knowledge at Africa and Middle East markets represents the marketing tool for SHENKAI mud logging company. That will lead to enforcement of the knowledgeable marketing AZCO team with the powerful and high technology support from SHENKAI. Both sides are forming strong mud logging technology edge to deliver high performance throughout Middle East and Africa.

SHENKAI Mud Logging Service:

Owing more than (15) years experience of mud logging services, Shenkai has complete mud logging service standards and HSE system along with experienced mud logging and data engineers who have high technical level and good service conception. The company mainly engages in mud logging services for vertical, highly deviated and horizontal wells in depth of 3000-8000m. We have provided service for SINOPEC TS1 well which is the deepest well of Asia (depth 8408m), and CNPC LD1 well (depth 7620m).

**SHENKAI Services:**
- Mud Logging
- Gas Logging
- Geological Logging
- Quantitative fluorescence logging
- Geochemical logging
- Nuclear magnetic resonance logging
- Engineering parameter logging
- Geosteering

**Advanced signal interface system stable, fast and one CAN BUS cable**

1. All signal sources are connected to one CAN BUS cable.
2. Convenient and rapid installation, debugging and maintenance.
3. Explosion-proof and safety operation on-sites.
4. Electromagnetic interference- resistance ability for digital communication and transmission distance not less than 500m.
5. Node-dysfunction auto-detection and CAN BUS self-protection
**Advanced Logging Equipment – CMS Mud Logging Unit**

Combining powerful PC network technology, 30s fast hydrogen flame chromatographic technique and explosion proof CAN BUS data transfer technique, etc., CMS Mud Logging Unit can provide complete drilling engineering parameters and monitor harmful gases such as H2S. CMS is the fast and comprehensive center for identification and evaluating oil & gas on the drilling site, which can quickly discover and evaluate the oil & gas reservoirs, ensure drilling safety, enhance the drilling efficiency and reduce operation cost.

**Technical Advantages**

A. Accurately identifying the oil & gas reservoirs – Differential Chromatographic Technique: Applying the differential chromatographic technique, SK Mud Logging is capable of simultaneously detecting the inlet drilling fluid background value, displaying the oil & gas in the outlet drilling fluid and carrying out appropriate analysis and calculation, accordingly it can eliminate the concealment of abnormal oil & gas display under complicated conditions of drilling fluid additives, contaminated products, oil & gas interface and disturbance, etc., and further enhance the oil & gas identification rate.

B. Project Abnormity Forecast by Experts – Ensuring Drilling Safety and Enhancing the Drilling Efficiency

C. Abundant Deep Well Operation Experience – Deep well Petrographic Description
SHENKAI Products

AzcoGroup
OIL & GAS SERVICES

SK-2216 DRILLING INSTRUMENTS
F35-105 BLOWOUT PREVENTER SET
SK - MWD
FKQ SERIES OF BOP CONTROL DEVICES
X-MAS TREE
MANIFOLD
CMS – MUD LOGGING UNIT
AZCO Engineering Integration Solution

Oilfield Technology Ltd – is a comprehensive oilfield service company, contributing its efforts in many areas such as exploration evaluation, Overall Development Plan (ODP), Filed Development Program (FDP), engineering consultant services.

Petro-King provides the customized solutions to clients, to assist them to develop an optimum cost effective field development plan or operation program by working as one team.

Petro-King is looking forward to having an opportunity to cooperate with you, to work as a team in order to achieve more win-win success. We believe in team spirit and synergy, because “Team Work” – Together Everyone Achieves More.

Evaluation Of Oilfield Exploration and Development, Project Management and Technical Consultancy

The most precious for a company is human resources. Petro-King possesses experienced senior petroleum engineers and operation supervision staff, they have worked for both national and international oil companies onshore and offshore, therefore have extensive experiences for both domestic and oversea oilfields on exploration and production, deepwater projects, integral project management etc. The major clients that Petro-King has worked for are Sinopec (oversea), petro China, CNOOC, Rosneft, CACT and Far East Energy Corporation

Evaluation of Oilfield Exploration and Development
Oilfield project evaluation, ODP, FDP and engineering design.

Drilling, Completion, Work-over and Project Management
Project Schedule, AFE and cost control, risk identification, prevention and mitigation, QHSE, human resources, procurement and contract.

Technical Consultancy and Services
Feasibility study and engineering design for multi-lateral, extended reach well, extra deep well, deep water drilling, horizontal well, failure analysis and remedial action plan.
Achievements

- The Deepest Onshore Multi-Lateral Well in China: TD908H multi-lateral horizontal well is a development well of Sinopec in Tahe Oilfield.

- The FIRST Application of Expandable Pipe Cementing in China Onshore.

- The FIRST Application of Rotating Liner Cementing in China Onshore.

- The FIRST Application of Oil Expandable Packer Completion in China Onshore.

- Sakhalin Program of Rosneft – in 2006, Petro-King served Sinopec first offshore exploration project located in Sakhalin Russia, for drilling, well testing and geological design, tendering and bidding before drilling, project management, also equipment rental and sales.
AZCO Tubing & Casing

Tianjin Pipe Corporation (TPCO) – has a capacity to produce full size of quality seamless pipes which are mainly composed of casing, tubing line, pipe and other products such as high medium and low-pressure boiler tubes, high-pressure cylinder tube, hydraulics support tube, structural pipe and pipes for various fluid transmission purposes. TPCO has been striving to develop its own high end product series. Besides API series products TPCO has proprietary TP series products and premium connection series products. TPCO products have been used in more than 24 domestic oil filed onshore and offshore in China, representing a market share over 40% of the domestic market in OCTG. TPCO’s pipe has also been exported to over 90 countries and regions in Europe, America, Asia, Africa and Oceania. TPCO is one of the top global seamless pipe and service provider.

TPCO Quality Assurance

From 1994 until now, TPCO has been granted quality authentication and acceptance certificates issued by several international and domestic institution such as certificate of authority to use official monogram of American Petroleum Institute (API), Quality System certificate for ISO 9001 by SGS United Kingdom Ltd: Yarsley International Certification Services; Det Norske Veritas (DNV); Lloyd’s Register of shipbuilding; Product attestations by European Directive PED 97/23/EC and German Regulation (AD-W0/TRD100) AND OTHERS. TPCO has also passed various mill qualifications from main international oil companies such as Shell, BP, Chevron, ARAMCO, Exxon, Mobil, Conoco Philips, Apache, etc.
A- Quality Products
Striving to become the world’s top quality producer of tubular products. TPCO adheres to internal guidelines:

- Superior material
- Refining smelting
- Accurate rolling
- Precision finishing
- Meticulous work

All products flow through our manufacturing process manufactured from the highest quality billets and pass through the modern continuous casting process of TPCO’s steel works, whose features are high purity, good uniformity and flawless surface. Through the meticulous work of TPCO personnel with most advanced rolling and finishing lines, high quality products with uniform inside and outside surface attain our goal.

B- Advanced Means of Quality Inspection
To ensure product quality a number of on-line inspection equipment have been established to monitor composition analysis, non destructive testing, wall thickness measurement, drifting, hydrostatic testing and other critical elements of the tubes. In addition to on-line inspection and testing.

TPCO has set up a pipe research institute and five full-time & professional quality inspection stations which are responsible for the analysis, inspection and determination of process quality, quality of incoming raw material, physical and chemical properties of products and technical indexes etc..

C- Rich Human & Material in R&D
TPCO has strong research and development institutions. Its core competence is the technical center, responsible for all research and development of new products and other creative work.

D- Total Quality & Customer Service
TPCO has established a proven quality control system in accordance with API Q1 specification and ISO9001 standards.
TPCO is committed to the highest level of customer service. Some of the goals set are, on-time delivery, close communication and proactive after-sales service to attain full customer satisfaction.
1- TPCO Proprietary Casing

A- High Collapse Casing TPxxT & TPxxTT Series:
Featuring uniform, fine microstructure and optimized chemical composition, these casings can sustain higher external pressure and axial load, suitable for offshore oil wells and those wells with complicated geological conditions (Such as TP80T, TP110TT,...)

B- Sour Service Casing TPxxS & TPxxSS Series
Featuring excellent and H2S corrosion properties. These casings are suitable for medium and deep oil well applications in H2S environment. (Such as TP80S, TP95S,...)

C- Heavy Oil Recovery Casing TPxxH Series
Featuring good thermal stability, high collapse strength and good ductility excellent sealing property in high temperature. These casing are especially used for thermal production wells, having high strength and ductility and suitable for steam injection at 350C – 400C and injection pressure 15-26 Mpa at the perforation section of wells. (Such as TP90H, TP100H,...)

2- Line Pipe
Line pipes produced by TPCO are intended for the transmission of petroleum natural gas and other gas & fluid, including over a hundred specifications for various applications in regular pressure submarine, low temperature, high temperature corrosion-resistant and other pipelines. TPCO can supply products according to international standards such as API5L, ASTM, ASME, JIS,DIN, EN, etc..and it also can meet the customer’s special specification by mutually agreement

3- High Pressure Cylinder Pipe & Accumulator Pipe
Seamless high-pressure cylinders are made either from billets or tubes. The latter production process is very popular among cylinder manufacturer. Cylinder tubes are provided as raw material for making cylinders

4- Coupling

5- Low-Medium-High Pressure Boiler Tube

6- Mechanical Pipe
STABILIZERS

There are four kind of stabilizers: including interchangeable sleeve stabilizer. Integral spiral stabilizer, integral prism stabilizer and three-wheel stabilizer. Each kind of these stabilizers consisting two types: string and near-bit. The body of stabilizers are made by high tensile alloy steel. A carbide layer is welded on the top of the blades for abrasive-resistance to provide longer service life.

VIBRATION ABSORBERS

Vibration absorbers are used for reducing and absorbing the vibration during the drilling operation. They are classified into hydraulic vibration absorber, spring vibration absorber and rubber vibration absorber by absorbing elements. Or double acting vibration absorber and single acting vibration absorber by the functions. Using the suitable vibration absorber is beneficial to bit, drill string, and surface drilling equipment.

JARS

The jar is a tool used for anti-sticking and releasing of drill string during fault in drilling operation. There are two kinds of jars, one is rotary jar that sets on the drill string, acting as the anti-sticking during the normal drilling operation, another is fishing jar for releasing.
DOWNHOLE CUTTERS

ANTI-STICKING AND RELEASING TOOLS

The downhole cutters are used for cutting off the stuck drill string and then taking the upper part of the drill string out of the hole. According to the different stuck drill string, the downhole cutters can be classified into internal cutters and external cutters. But the different structures of the cutters, the downhole cutters can be classified into mechanical cutters and hydraulic cutters.
AZCO HSE Policy

It is the policy of AZCO that all persons are entitled to a healthy, safe and secure environment. To that end, the health and safety of all our employees and clients shall be a constant determining factor in our project planning stages, and in our everyday work. AZCO believes that safety is not only a key part of every job, at every level of the organization, but that a culture and environment can be created in which safety hazards or incidents can truly be prevented.

The desire of most companies in the oil and gas business is to create an environment and culture where safety and environmental hazards are eliminated - however the road to this objective has not been an easy or obvious one - there are still environmental events, injuries and deaths that occur on a day to day basis.

AZCO believes that while safety moments, safety statistics, hazard assessments, etc. are important tools in combating unsafe acts, the true path to a "culture of safety" is through the actions and visibility of leadership in relation to HSE issues and visibility to events when they do unfortunately happen. In this manner HSE becomes a continuous life learning process for those involved.

Based on this practical and simple philosophy AZCO leadership is responsible to develop the proper attitude and standard job planning performance that will enable our organization to meet our safety expectations and objectives and those of our clients. The commitment to the program by all levels of leadership is firm, unwavering, and transmitted to all levels of our organization in every aspect of our work. Our employees, in turn, are aware of our leaderships commitment to prevention of harm and are prepared to implement that standard of commitment, which enables us to be a leader in our industry. This policy illustrates the recognition and acceptance by our leadership of the fact that safety and production are inseparable; therefore, planning for accident prevention and zero harm shall be incorporated into all phases of our work.
AZCO HSE Policy

AZCOSGROUP core belief that good management includes a strong moral and social commitment to meet HSE high standards, by providing detailed “HSE Policy” as the main guideline of practices to assure and maintain our people Health & Safety in addition to natural Environment protection.

AZCO prime responsibility of management at every level to ensure the following HSE Policy:

1. Manage our operations with diligence and with the awareness that our goal is to protect human health, safety, and the environment protection by employing best controlled mechanisms, processes and procedures.

2. Comply with relevant HSE legislation and provide self-monitoring to ensure compliance.

3. Publish HSE Policy internally by communication to all employees, posting documents on notice boards and externally to all interested parties on request.

4. Train our employees to apply best HSE practices and permit them to stop any type of job at any stage of operations that may have hazardous impact on human Health, Safety, and the Environment.

5. Continual improvement of the HSE management System ensuring efficient and effective HSE Performance by complying with the requirement of ISO 14001

6. The company is committed to environmental protection and the prevention of accidental loss of resources that affect our employees and the company’s profitability by focusing on our primary environmental concerns, which consist of the appropriate use of natural resources, prevent pollution, management of waste, land contamination, efficient use of energy, material storage, water discharges and emissions to air.

7. The company is committed to occupational health & safety protection for all our employees, and our contractors who visits our buildings and facility by ensuring that all personnel are competent and capable in conducting safe and correct operational practices and are able to immediately stop and take timely corrective and preventive action when potentially unsafe or harmful conditions are identified.

8. Enhanced communications, Involvement and discussion with employees, contractors and suppliers regarding our HSE performance in order to develop and maintain an Environmental Strategy as a systematic means to address significant environmental aspects and impacts.

9. Conducting regular inspections and audits to measure the HSE performance and assessment of compliance with the HSE policy, relevant to legislation company’s requirement.
Health Risk Management (HRM)

A health risk assessment (HRA) is a health questionnaire, used to provide individuals with an evaluation of their health risks and quality of life. Commonly a HRA incorporates three key elements – an extended questionnaire, a risk calculation or score, and some form of feedback i.e. face-to-face with a health advisor or an automatic online report.

Cost-benefit analysis provides a methodology for choosing the optimal control decision in environmental health risk management cases. It does not, however, offer guidance on how to minimize the chance that because of uncertainty regarding risks or costs, the choice made will turn out to be inferior to other feasible choices.

Statistical decision theory provides one approach for addressing issues of uncertainty in environmental decision making. This paper illustrates the development and application of a computer program that uses decision theory and numerical methods to evaluate alternative strategies for making research and control decisions under uncertainty. Based on user-supplied descriptions of the cost and efficiency of control options and probabilistic estimates of population exposure and toxicity, the program determines the largest amount of money that should be spent to improve estimates of exposure and of risk and indicates the relative efficiency of concentrating research efforts on resolving each component uncertainty.

The dependence of several measures of the value of information (VOI) on the initial level of uncertainty is examined, as is the sensitivity of these measures to conditions of the decision problem, such as the number of available strategies and the monetary value assigned to a statistical life. Using the computer program and accompanying guidelines presented in this paper, decision-makers can improve the quality of information-gathering efforts and can move more confidently from the research phase to the implementation of control technologies.

1. Provide employees with a snapshot of their current health status.
2. Enable individuals to monitor their health status over time.
3. Provide employees with concrete information thus preparing them for lifestyle change.
4. Help individuals get involved with health coaching.
5. Provide important information concerning employees’ readiness to change.
6. Help employers measure and monitor population health status.
7. Provide employers with important information that can help them build results-oriented health promotion programs.
8. Can provide employers with important information on productivity.
9. Allow employers to evaluate changes in health behavior and health risks over time.
10. Engage both employers and employees in the health management process.

Safety & Health Program Assistance
- Work Place Survey
- Education & Training
- Customer Service / Requests
- Recognition Programs
- Partnerships

Health Risk Management (HRM)
AZCO Legal

AZCOGROUP Legal Code provides a wide range of business practices and procedures applicable to all employees along with its affiliated companies. This commitment to our values enables us to earn the respect and confidence of our customers, suppliers and employees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code of Business Conduct &amp; Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Compliance with Laws, Rules and Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Conflict of Interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Antitrust, Competition and Fair Dealing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Discrimination and Harassment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Health, Safety and Environmental Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Data Privacy Policy &amp; Record-Keeping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Confidentiality and Proprietary Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Protection and Proper Use of Company Assets; Fraud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Improper Payment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Trade Compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Compliance Procedures – Reporting Illegal or Unethical Behavior</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chairman & CEO, AZCOGROUP
AZCO Quality Assurance in Business Activities

AZCOGROUP Quality Assurance System (AZQAS©) is there to give you confidence in the quality of our products through its tight specifications and strict procedures.

AZCOGROUP is recognized nationally for its proven track record in delivering products & services of consistently high quality. This is attributable to a combination of our unique product technology, comprehensive quality assurance programs, operational efficiency and sophisticated production process – all supported by our highly skilled and experienced staff.

We maintain an in-house national technical centre which focuses on R&D, as well as providing technical expertise and support to our customers throughout Africa and Middle East. Our team of technical specialists is dedicated to ensuring our products are thoroughly tested at every stage – from the selection at the start of the production process, right through to delivery.

Our products stewardship and rigorous quality management practices reflect our commitment to delivering the highest quality products that perform on the road. Our commitment to quality is recognized by quality certificates.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Planning} & \quad \text{Production Instruction} \\
\text{Estimate (Receipt Order)} & \quad \text{Production} \\
\text{Shipment} & \quad \text{Inspection}
\end{align*}
\]

- Do we have a proper grasp of the customer’s demands?
- Have we uncovered needs the customer is unaware of?
- Do we have the technical development capabilities to create new production methods?
- Have we accurately calculated costs?
- Have we issued production instructions that are proper in light of quality, cost, and delivery requirement?
- Have we delivered the quality the customer demands?
- Have we properly inspected the product?
- Have we assembled an approximate shipping system?
- Have we delivered the product on time?